May 18, 2020

**MADE IN USA COMPLIANCE**

Arecont Vision Costar, LLC (AV Costar) and Costar Technologies, Inc. are American companies. AV Costar is a manufacturer of video surveillance devices, with product development, engineering, final assembly, quality control, technical support, and back office functions at facilities in Los Angeles, Fresno, & San Diego counties, with headquarters in Glendale, California. The company is a business unit of [Costar Technologies, Inc.](https://www.otcmarkets.com/stock/CSTI) (OTC Markets: CSTI), based in Coppell, Texas.

AV Costar products are *Made in USA* qualified and may be treated as domestic end user product for purposes of the *Buy America Act* (41 USC §§ 8301 - 305). Additional products may be NDAA compliant.

Many AV Costar products are also *FTC Made in USA* compliant, and are also in adherence with the *Presidential Executive Order on Buy American and Hire American* (April 18, 2017).

Specifics of our *Made in USA* qualified and non-qualified products are listed below.

**AV COSTAR COMPLIANT PRODUCTS**

**Megapixel Cameras**

AV Costar MegalIP® series single-, dual-, & multi-sensor megapixel cameras, including the MegaBall®, MegaDome®, MegaVideo®, MegaView®, MicroDome®, and SurroundVideo® families, are qualified as Made in USA.

MegalIP camera models qualify with 51 - 65% USA origin, varying in the mix of electronics, optics, and mechanical hardware per model.
- **PCB Assembly Labor:** All electronics sold in the qualifying MegaIP series contain 100% US assembly labor by virtue of their assembly in Los Angeles County, in the State of California, and with programming at our Duarte, California manufacturing facilities.

- **Final Assembly Labor:** The MegaIP series assembly qualifies as 100% US assembly labor performed at our Duarte, California manufacturing facilities.

- **Research and Development:** All hardware and software research, digital design, firmware design, and development work for the MegaIP series camera family is performed in the United States of America at our Glendale, California headquarters and development center, Duarte, California manufacturing facilities, or at the Costar Technologies, Inc. Advanced Technology Center in Clovis, California.

Some exceptions do apply; see the NON-COMPLIANT PRODUCTS list elsewhere in this document for specific models.

**Video and Camera Software**

The AV Costar ConteraVMS® video management system and ConteraWS® web services software families are designed and manufactured in the United States of America.

The AV Costar ConteraMobile® app for smartphones and tablets (iOS and Android), ConteraSysCon™ System Configurator, API, and MegaIP camera user interface software (camera webpage) are designed and developed in the United States of America.

**Video Recorders, NVRs, and Servers**

AV Costar ConteraCMP® series Compact Desktop NVR Server, Compact NVR Server, and High-Performance NVR Server models are designed and manufactured in the United States of America.
AV COSTAR MADE IN USA NON-COMPLIANT PRODUCTS

Megapixel Cameras

AV Costar ConteraIP® cameras are designed to our specifications but assembled outside the USA.

Video Recorders, NVRs, and Servers

The entry-level AV Costar ConteraCMR® series entry NVR Appliance is designed and assembled outside the United States of America to our specifications.

Camera Accessories

AV Costar camera accessories, including all stand-alone housings, mounts, and lenses, are of 100% foreign origin to our specifications.

For additional information, please contact the undersigned.

Brad Donaldson, Vice President of Product Development, Arecont Vision Costar, LLC

+1.541.760.0500  |  bdonaldson@areconvision.com